Fractional refined composite multiscale fuzzy entropy (FRCMFE), which aims to relieve the large fluctuation of fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) measure and significantly discriminate different short-term financial time series with noise, is proposed to quantify the complexity dynamics of the international stock indices in the paper. To comprehend the FRCMFE, the complexity analyses of Gaussian white noise with different signal lengths, the random logarithmic returns and volatility series of the international stock indices are comparatively performed with multiscale fuzzy entropy (MFE), composite multiscale fuzzy entropy (CMFE) and refined composite multiscale fuzzy entropy (RCMFE). The empirical results show that the FRCMFE measure outperforms the traditional methods to some extent.
Introduction
It is generally believed that the logarithmic returns and volatility (which means absolute-price logarithmic returns in this paper) of international stock indices often possess strong nonlinearity and nonstationarity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Exploring statistical characteristics, predictability and modeling of financial variables (returns, price, volume, etc.) has been a key objective for their significant importance in theoretical research and wide application in financial fields, such as risk management, derivatives pricing, forecasting and modeling [1, [5] [6] [7] . Of course, the primary question is to judge whether a financial signal is worth modeling, i.e., we should judge whether the time series is random walk or regular to some extent, and how about the structural dynamics. In addition, the complexity of a time series is a measure, which may be related to the unpredictability and the difficulties in predicting a signal. The larger complexity a time series has, more difficulties in predicting there is. As expected, an irregular series should be more complex than a regular one, i.e., a pure stochastic series should have larger complexity value than a regular one in single scale case [8] , and, possessing the partial past history and related structure information, a time series with long-range correlations has larger complexity than a pure stochastic series in multiscale case [9] . Recently, abundant complexity methods and corresponding improved measures have been proposed, for example, entropy measures, Lyapunov exponents and fractal dimension [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , where entropy measures are the most favorite for their simplicity in understanding and convenience for program with computing software. Enormous revised nonlinear measures based on permutation entropy (PermEn), approximate entroy (AppEn), sample entropy (SampEn) and fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) are proposed to detect the complexity dynamics of physiological, traffic and financial time series which are typically short, and commonly contaminated by noise [8, [11] [12] [13] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Where SampEn is the improved version of AppEn with
Methodologies

Fuzzy Entropy
The fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) measure, which combines the concept of fuzzy sets and vectors' similarity defined in AppEn, SampEn, is a novel complexity measure, where vectors' similarity is defined by fuzzy similarity degree based on fuzzy membership functions and vectors' shapes in the place of Heaviside function.
Given a time series x = {x i , i = 1, 2, · · · , T}, the FuzzyEn value can be calculated as follows [8, 21] . Construct a m-dimensional vector sequence with length T − m + 1 {X m i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T − m + 1} by the well-known method proposed by Takens [34] and subtract the mean value as:
where the parameters m is called the embedding dimension,x(i) is the mean value of the vector {x i , x i+1 , · · · , x i+m−1 } for baseline removal, i.e.,
Every phase point of m-dimensional phase space {X m i } represents a certainly instantaneous state of a system. Then, given vector series {X m i }, the similarity degree D m ij of X m i to its neighboring vector X m j defined by a fuzzy membership function as:
where the parameters n is the gradient of boundary, r is the width of the fuzzy function, d ij is the maximum norm of difference vector of X m i and X m j in this paper. For all vectors {X m i , 1 ≤ i ≤ T − m + 1}, we can get the probability C m (r) by the mean values of D m ij of any two vectors as:
Obviously, C m (r) can represent similarity probability of any two vectors in the mean sense. Similarly, there also exists the probability C m+1 (r) for m + 1 dimension vectors series {X m+1
Finally, for the time series x, the FuzzyEn is estimated as follows:
Generally, m and n (m, n > 1) are set to two small values to avoid the loss of the detailed information, n is set to be 2 in this paper, and r should be multiplied by the standard deviation (SD) of the original dataset to avoid the effect of data magnitude, described as r × SD.
Fractional Refined Composite Multiscale Fuzzy Entropy
To measure the information inherent in multiscale dataset such as financial and physiology time series, Costa et al. [9] combine the concept of coarsegraining and entropy measure to propose a novel statistic named Multiscale Entropy. Then, FuzzyEn is extended to multiscale case called multiscale FuzzyEn entropy (MFE). Combining fuzzy entropy with multiscale, composite and refine technologies, refined composite multiscale fuzzy entropy (RCMFE) is proposed to detect localized defect of rolling element bearing [28] . The algorithm of RCMFE mainly consists of three procedures. First, for a time series {x i , i = 1, 2, · · · , T}, coarsegraining with scale factor τ is implemented. More precisely, the improved k − th coarse-grained time series y
} can be obtained as follows:
where u is the integral part of u. Then, for a given scale factor τ, the two defined functions C m k,τ (r) and C m+1 k,τ (r) are calculated for {y (τ) i,k , 1 ≤ i ≤ T τ } with embedding dimension m and m + 1. Then, the mean of C m k,τ (r) and C m+1 k,τ (r) for k denoted asC m τ (r) andC m+1 τ (r) are computed respectively, i.e., C m τ (r) = 1 τ ∑ τ k=1 C m k,τ (r). Finally, RCMFE can be estimated as
Obviously, when k = 1, the RCMFE degenerates to classic MFE case. Moreover, a revised entropy measure based on the SampEn and fractal theory in Refs. [35, 36] , is developed to detect underlying properties of fractional order behavior in a complex system [22] . Inspired by the works [21, 22, 28] , combining RCMFE with fractional order information, a revised complexity measure fractional refined composite multiscale fuzzy entropy (FRCMFE) is proposed to study the complexity behaviors of the returns and volatility of international stock indices in the work.
Then, the corresponding FRCMFE value of a time series {x(t), t = 1, 2, · · · , T} is calculated as:
where α ∈ [−1, 1] is called fractional order exponent, and when α = 0, the FRCMFE degenerates to classic RCMFE case. As a statistic, FRCMFE vitally depends on the choice of parameters m and r, but there are no guidelines for optimizing them. A widely accepted rule in such kinds of fractional entropy measure by researchers is that r = l × SD (0.1 ≤ l ≤ 0.25) and m is 2 ≤ m ≤ 7. We estimate the FRCMFE for all the considered price logarithmic returns and volatility with parameters m = 2 and r = 0.15 × SD in the work, where SD is the standard deviation of coarse-grained time series of the original price returns [22] .
Complexity Measure for Synthetic Data
In the section, we study the complexity behavior of Gaussian white noise (GWN), which is usually applicable to the comparative study with complex models, with different lengths and with MFE, CMFE, and RCMFE measures. We know that the inherent dynamics of Gaussian white noise is invariant, no matter how long series length is. RCMFE can obtain a more stable entropy statistics than MFE and CMFE. The standard deviations of the MFE, CMFE and RCMFE for different data lengths (1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 5000, 10000) with two scale factor (τ = 10 and τ = 20) are list in Table 1 . From Table 1 , the performance of MFE,CMFE and RCMFE can be evaluated. For all Gaussian white noise, the standard deviations of three kinds of entropy measures decrease with the increase of data length, respectively. Therefore, the accuracy of entropy statistics is affected by the size of data samples. In other words, the longer the length of the time series is, the higher the accuracy of the calculation is. Moreover, compared with CMFE and MFE, the standard deviations of RCMFE in each scale factor are smaller, hence RCMFE can produce the most stable results. It is worth noting that for a fixed data length, standard deviations of entropy measures tends to increase when the scale factor is from 10 convert to 20. This result confirms theoretical analysis of entropy instability, which may be caused by a shorter coarse grain sequence for a bigger scale factor. Next, the MFE, RCMFE, and FRCMFE (with α = −0.04) will be comparatively analyzed in terms of their capability to reveal structural differences on GWN series. We further analyze the time series with different numbers of data points with these methods. The MFE, RCMFE, and FRCMFE values of Gaussian series with different scale factor τ are displayed in Figure 1 , where scale factor τ is from 1 to 20 with step size 1. In Figure 1 , for all series, complexity values decrease with the increase of scale factor τ, fluctuations of the MFE curves are significant larger than those of the RCMFE ones, and the complexity curves with the longest length are the most stable. In addition, MFE and RCMFE cannot discriminate these series significantly, which may cause serious defects in the practical applications. Furthermore, we find that FRCMFE measure obtains larger separation between entropy values in GWN sequences than MFE and RCMFE, hence, FRCMFE can discriminate these signals more significantly than others. To sum up in conclusion, FRCMFE method can effectively overcome the shortcomings of MFE and RCMFE methods, which cannot distinguish significantly GWN series with different length. In addition, FRCMFE method is relatively sensitive and can better discover the inherent properties of time series with different degree complexity. 
Complexity Measure for International Stock Indices
In this section, we explore the complexity behaviors of the daily price returns and volatility of international stock indices. We choose 5 important international stock indices from three countries (i.e., America, Japan and China) to better confirm the application of the introduced method in practical situations. The 5 indices are S&P500 (from America market), N225 (from Japan market), SSE, SZSE, HSI (from China market), respectively. The corresponding dataset is collected from the Yahoo Financial web site (Available online: https://finance.yahoo.com/ (accessed on 8 May 2012)). we select analyzed time interval of returns and volatility is from 30 June 1995 to 31 May 2017, with 4000 data points (but there are some slight differences in time interval because of the slightly different non-trading days in the above stock markets of three countries, and some individual missing data are added by linear interpolation).
Complexity Measure of Returns
The MFE, RCMFE, and FRCMFE analyses are used to survey the complexity dynamics of the price returns {r(t), t = 1, 2, · · · , 4000} of international stock indices. We fix n = 2 and r = 0.15 in the following for simplification, and the corresponding results are displayed in Tables 2-4, and Figure 2 . Figure 2 depicts entropy measure values of returns with MFE, RCMFE and FRCMFE methods with scale factor τ from 1 to 20 with step size 1, FRCMFE method with scale factor τ from 1 to 10 with step size 1 (since FRCMFE value changes with scale factor τ from 10 to 20 is very small), where fractional order exponent α is set to be −0.04 in FRCMFE method. In Figure 2 , for all price returns, similar to MFE curve, FRCMFE and RCMFE curves decrease with scale τ increase. Moreover, entropy curves of S&P500 and N225 are under those of SSE, SZSE, and HSI in high scale, which may because the America and Japan security markets are more mature and efficient than China security markets, and display more random behavior, while there are long-range correlations in China security markets to some extent. It confirms that the entropy value of series with long-range correlations is theoretically higher than that of a random signal in high scales [9] . Tables 2 and 3 list MFE and RCMFE values of returns with different time scale factor τ, where we choose scale τ to be 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 16, 20, respectively. For all series, entropy values decrease with scale increases, and for a fix τ, entropy values of SSE, SZSE and HSI are larger than those of S&P500 and N225, which is similar to Figure 2 . Table 4 and Figure 2c display FRCMFE values of returns with different time scale factor τ. Since the FRCMFE value changes mainly focus on the scale factor from 1 to 10 with step size 1, to study more deeply, in Table 4 we take the scale factor τ as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, respectively. In Figure 2 , for MFE and RCMFE methods, the entropy values of Asian market is higher than that of America market, but the Asian market is not well discriminated. However, in the FRCMFE analysis, the difference between the two kinds of markets is more significant to some extent, the separation between entropy curves are larger. This means that FRCMFE can describe the multiscale structure of time series. Meanwhile, we can also see that HSI is closer to the America market than others, which may be because Hong Kong's financial market still maintains the traditional business mechanism of the British financial market. The entropy values of Hong Kong's market are slightly higher than those of the America market because its business behavior is also influenced by other Asian markets and some Chinese rules and policies. For example, due to China's "One Country, Two Systems" policy, the Hong Kong stock market gradually approaches the China market with the increase of the scale factor, and the HSI maintains a good consistency with other Asian capital markets such as Japan. Moreover, by changing the time scale factors τ and fractal exponent α, richer information can be obtained, and the internal dynamics of financial time series can be better detected. Finally, FRCMFE method also clearly distinguishes SSE and SZSE. We get that SZSE has the higher entropy value, maybe it contains more small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) board and growth enterprise markets (GEM) with high activity. We also believe that with the opening of science and technology innovation board (SSE STAR Market), SSE will also possesses a high activity. Then we use the FRCMFE analysis to explore the complexity dynamics of the returns. Table 5 lists the FRCMFE with different fractional order exponent values α from −0.3 to 0.5 with step size 0.1 and α = −0.04. As exponent α increases, the FRCMFE values increase to the maximum and then decrease quickly. According to Table 5 , FRCMFE achieves the maximum value with α at approximately −0.04. Figure 3 depicts FRCMFE (with α = −0.04) curves of return series of different financial indices with different fractional exponent values α, where all curves are significantly separated. This further verifies the feasibility of the FRCMFE method, which can better discriminate different financial time series with different degrees of complexity. 
Complexity Measure of Volatility
The MFE, RCMFE, and FRCMFE analyses are used to survey the complexity dynamics of the volatility {|r(t)|, t = 1, 2, · · · , 4000} of international stock indices, and the corresponding results are displayed in Tables 6-9, and Figure 4 . Table 6 lists the FRCMFE of {|r(t)|} with different fractional exponent values α, where α ranges from −0.3 to 0.5 with step size of 0.1 and α = −0.04, the FRCMFE values first increases and get the maximum around α = −0.04, and then decreases. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 16, 20, similar to Tables 2 and 3 , entropy values decrease with scale increases, and for a fix τ, almost all entropy values of SSE, SZSE and HSI are larger than those of S&P500 and N225. It is interesting that entropy values of all volatility series are smaller than those of returns in low scale and larger than those of returns in high scale for a fix τ, which confirms that the entropy value of series with long-range correlations is theoretically higher than that of a random signal [9] , since volatility clustering reveals that absolute return series exhibit significant autocorrelation. Table 9 lists FRCMFE of {|r(t)|} with different time scale factor τ = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, (since the FRCMFE value changes are not significantly on the scale factor from 10 to 20 with step size 1.) similar to Tables 7 and 8 , entropy values decrease with scale increases, and for a fix τ, almost all entropy values of SSE, SZSE and HSI are larger than that of S&P500. Figure 4 has the similar dynamics behaviors. Moreover, the FRCMFE of volatility series are significantly decrease, which means that the volatility series exhibit lower complexity than the return series. Figure 5 depicts the complexity of financial volatility time series with MFE, RCMFE, and FRCMFE with scale factor τ from 1 to 20 with step size 1, where fractional order exponent α is set to be −0.04. Similar to Figure 2 , for all price returns, MFE, FRCMFE, and RCMFE curves decrease with scale τ increase. 
Conclusions
In the work, a novel complexity measure, i.e., FRCMFE, is presented by combining RCMFE method with fractal theory, which can stably evaluate structural dynamics and detect underlying fractional order behavior in a complex system. Then, we survey the complexity behavior of GWN series with different lengths with MFE, CMFE, RCMFE and FRCMFE measures, which shows that RCMFE and FRCMFE is more stable and sensitive than traditional methods (showing larger separation between entropy values of financial series than traditional measures), and they are suited to analyze short-term financial time series with noise. Next, we investigate the complexity behavior of price logarithmic returns and volatility of international stock indices. The results show that entropy values of all volatility series are smaller than those of returns in low scale and larger than those of returns in high scale for a fix τ, which coincides with previous literature of multiscale entropy. Moreover, FRCMFE can distinguish different financial markets sensitively and significantly. 
